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Scenic Artist works directly with directors or producers on larger projects, but they
often have their own teams that help them create everything from concept art to 
detailed blueprints.

AUGUST 2001 – MAY 2006
SCENIC ARTIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Worked with director to achieve the artistic vision for music videos and films.
 Sketched ideas for sets and scenes.
 Decorated sets, designed, created and arranged props for scenes.
 Located and purchased items needed for scenes with in budget.
 Dressed and Styled extras and artists.
 Produced sculptures and props with the art department for local casinos.
 Assisted in the development of the designing of projects.

1997 – 2001
SCENIC ARTIST - DELTA CORPORATION

 Design, prototype and create AAA quality game assets, while staying organized 
and meeting agreed deadlines.

 Work closely with concept artists, the lead artist and the content director to 
discuss and internalize the game vision and intentions; study visual references 
and perform independent artistic research for further inspiration.

 Iterate to improve your work based on feedback from your lead and 
interdependent team members.

 Assess planned 3D assets with the lead artist and production to establish time 
and planning estimates as well as priorities.

 Build road maps for content creation; ensure the technical and artistic quality of
final deliveries and oversee necessary optimization.

 Act as a direction-providing mentor for other 3D artists.
 Updates job knowledge by participating in educational opportunities; reading 

professional publications.

EDUCATION

Degree in Art
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SKILLS

Excellent, Comprehensive artistic and Scenic skills.
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